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In the case where the Front Door is equipped with keyless locking system that can be unlocked with a remote access control, the Customer can remotely unlock the 
Front Door for the Delivery Person by tapping on a certain menu item in his/her MRESENCE™ App. (Job Well Done!) 

When the Delivery Person has deposited the shipment inside the house or has placed the grocery items inside the refrigerator, he/she taps a certain menu item to 

capture the whole scene before closing the Front Door and returning the locking system to "Locked" status. 

As it happens the Customer may be a person who is unable to converse with the Delivery Person in English or the prevailing language of the land/city. The Native 
Language Chat in text or speech with automatic translation feature of TMU with MRESENCE™ will facilitate communication between the Delivery Person and the 
Customer. 

Speech to Speech, Speech to Text and Text to Speech Languages Include: 

Arabic, Catalan, Chinese, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English (UK) and (US), Finnish, French, Galician, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian, 
Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Portuguese (Brazilian), Russian, Slovak, Spanish, Swedish, Thai and Turkish. 

Text to Text Languages Include: 

Afrikaans, Albanian, Arabic, Assamese (India), Azeri (Turkish), Belarusian, Bengali (India), Bosnian, Bulgarian, Catalan, Chinese, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dari (Af
ghanistan), Divehi, Dutch, English (UK) + (US) + (AUS), Estonian, Filipino, Finnish, French, Galician, Georgian, German, Greek, Gujarati (India), Hausa (Ghana/Af
rica), Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian, lgbo (Nigeria), Indonesian, isiXhosa (Zimbabwe), Italian, Japanese, Kannada (India), Kazakh (Kazakhstan), Khmer (Cambodia), 
Kinyarwanda (Uganda), Kiswahili (Tanzania), Korean, Kurdish (Iran), Lao (Laos), Latvian, Lithuanian, Macedonian (Slavia), Malay, Malayalam (India), Maltese, 
Marathi (India), Maori, Mongolian, Nepali, Norwegian, Pashto (Afghanistan), Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Portuguese-Brazilian, Punjabi (India), Romanian, Rus
sian, Serbian, Sinhala (Sri Lanka), Slovak, Slovenian, Somali, Spanish, Swedish, Tamil (India), Telugu (India), Thai, Tibetan (Tibet), Turkish, Ukrainian, Urdu (India), 
Uzbek (Uzbekistan), Vietnamese, Yoruba (Nigeria) and Zulu. 

In the case where the Customer does not already have TMU with MRESENCE™ app running in his/her Smartphone, the Delivery Person can 

set up an impromptu MRESENCE™ facility for the Customer to use by sending to him/her a TMU link which the Customer can tap on to 

establish a TMU session with the Delivery Person in a multi-media interaction complete with pinpointing or finger-pointing facility of See What 

See (SWIS) and Touch What I Touch (TWIT). The usefulness of the facility is illustrated above. 

The capture and recording of the interactions between Delivery Person and Customer in multi-media and the safekeeping of storage of 

the captured footage are very useful for settling disputes that may arise. This facility enables the Special Delivery Service Operation to 

have the wherewithal for providing verification, explanation and supporting evidence for accountability in posterity. 
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